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Segregation and persistence of form in the lateral occipital complex
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Abstract

While the lateral occipital complex (LOC) has been shown to be implicated in object recognition, it is unclear whether this brain area
is responsive to low-level stimulus-driven features or high-level representational processes. We used scrambled shape-from-motion displays
to disambiguate the presence of contours from figure-ground segregation and to measure the strength of the binding process for shapes
without contours. We found persisting brain activation in the LOC for scrambled displays after the motion stopped indicating that this brain
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rea subserves and maintains figure-ground segregation processes, a low-level function in the object processing hierarchy. In
xperiment, we found that the figure-ground segregation process has some form of spatial constancy indicating top–down influ
ersisting activation after the motion stops suggests an intermediate role in object recognition processes for this brain area and m

urther evidence for the idea that the lateral occipital complex subserves mnemonic functions mediating between iconic and
emory.
2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

It is well established that the lateral occipital complex
LOC) is critical for visual object recognition (Corbetta,
iezin, Dobmeyer, Shulman, & Petersen, 1990; Faillenot,

oni, Decety, Gŕegoire, & Jeannerod, 1997; Grill-Spector,
ushnir, Hendler, & Malach, 2000; Grill-Spector, Kourtzi,
Kanwisher, 2001; Halgren et al., 1999; James, Humphrey,
ati, Menon, Goodale, 2000; Kanwisher, Chun, Mc
ermott, & Ledden, 1996; Kraut, Hart, Soher, & Gordon,
997; Malach et al., 1995; Sergent, Ohta, & MacDonald,
992), however, its precise role remains a mystery. Does it
ubserve higher order representational processes or lower

evel functions such as segregating a candidate figure from
he background noise?

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +1 416 978 1537; fax: +1 416 978 4811.
E-mail address:ferber@psych.utoronto.ca (S. Ferber).

Normally, in order for something to be identified a
represented as a figure, its contours need to be iden
Therefore, figure-ground segregation is intimately ass
ated with the presence or at least perception of cont
Accordingly, it has been shown that for humans, neuron
the LOC (Grill-Spector et al., 1998, 2001) and, in monkeys
neurons in the inferior temporal (IT) region (Vogels, 1999)
decrease their firing rate as images become more scram
Moreover, the LOC is typically located by subtracting
activation in response to scrambled objects from the resp
to intact objects. In addition, it has been demonstrated
in the absence of real contours the LOC responds to illu
contours (Mendola, Dale, Fischl, Liu, & Tootell, 199;
Stanley & Rubin, 2003).

These findings are open to two interpretations. Accor
to the more obvious one, these findings imply that rea
illusory contours are necessary to activate the LOC. Th
ternative interpretation is that the LOC activation reflects
automatic response to figure-ground segregation proc

028-3932/$ – see front matter © 2004 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.
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in this area regardless of the presence of contours. In the
later case, the response to contours would simply represent
an epiphenomenon. How can we disambiguate figure percep-
tion from contour perception? One approach is to scramble
the image of an intact object such that the contours are broken
up, and then initiate a binding process of these fragments that
does not rely on object-sensitive information, for example, by
using relative motion. The shape-from-motion paradigm typ-
ically employs images of real objects such that one set of lines
– depicting a real object – is moving as a group relative to a set
of background lines which is also moving but in counter phase
(Regan, 2000, seeFig. 1A). In the case of scrambled object
fragments, the fragments moving in phase would be percep-
tually grouped into a figure which can be segregated from the
background based on the Gestalt law of common fate. The re-
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sulting figure, however, would not have any known contours,
in fact it would have no contours at all (Fig. 1B). Perceptually,
the scrambled shape-from-motion paradigm clearly leads to
figure-ground segregation. It is unclear, however, how the
LOC will respond to such a stimulus given that all contours
are eliminated and the binding of fragments into a figure is
based on motion, a non object-related cue.

Interestingly, the percept in shape-from-motion paradigms
persists for a second or two after the motion stops, at least for
real objects. This means that once the binding of fragments
into a shape is completed, the perceptual system can briefly
hold onto the perceived shape. Accordingly, measuring
perceptual persistence allows us to assess the strength and
disintegration of the binding process. Previously, we demon-
strated that perceptual persistence in shape-from-motion
ig. 1. Examples of stimuli, paradigm. (A) Real object: a fragmented 2D lin
f pseudo-randomly oriented lines. The fragments covered 70% of the out
ad the same thickness. Thus, the objects were essentially camouflaged in
he arrows indicate that the fragmented line-drawing of the object rotated cl
otated but in counter phase. (B) Scrambled object: in the scrambled conditi
seudo-randomly displaced. (C) Original: The line fragments covered 50%
ere created by a set of complementary lines (i.e. lines over what had previo
bject or scrambled object) moved relative to the background for 12 s; then
emained in the display (stop conditions).
e-drawing of an animal (depicted in black) was superimposed on a background
line of the object. In the actual experiment, all lines – background and object–

the stationary displays, and subjects could not identify a shape without motion.
ockwise and counterclockwise±15◦ with a period of 2.5 s. The background also
on, the same objects were used as for the real objects but now the fragmentswere
of the outline of the object. Complement: Objects representing the same shape
usly been gaps and vice versa). (D) Paradigm: In all conditions, the stimulus (real

the motion stopped and the stimulus was either removed (vanish conditions), or it
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displays depicting real objects is reflected in persisting brain
activation in the LOC (Ferber, Humphrey, & Vilis, 2003).
Here we asked whether the strength of the binding process is
the same regardless of the presence or absence of contours.
Given that the perceptual system does not have any prior
representation of the shape it is unclear whether scrambled
shape-from-motion displays will lead to a perceptual or
neural persistence effect. We used functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) to test whether the LOC can
maintain the grouping of initially unbound, non-collinear
surface fragments when the binding was informed by motion
(seehttp://psych.utoronto.ca/∼ferber/flash-demo.htmlfor a
demo). If the LOC responds to those displays and maintains
its activation level after the binding-inducing cue is removed
this would indicate that this area subserves figure-ground
segregation processes, a relative low-level, bottom–up func-
tion in the object recognition hierarchy. Also, we collected
perceptual persistence data to test whether the perceptual
system discriminates between intact and scrambled objects
when the binding does not rely on object-related features.

Other findings are indicating that the LOC subserves
higher-order, top–down functions. For example, several
studies have demonstrated that the LOC shows perceptual
constancy despite changes in object size, location, viewpoint
or contour, indicating that representations of shapes in the
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weighted scan for each experiment (96 slices; TE = 5.5 ms;
in-plane pixel size, 0.75 mm× 0.75 mm; slice thickness,
1.25 mm) and a series of blood-oxygenation-sensitive T2∗
weighted echoplanar image volumes (experiments 1 and 2:
volume acquisition time: 500 ms, two shots, TE = 15 ms, FA =
22◦, FOV = 19.2 cm× 19.2 cm; in-plane pixel size = 3 mm×
3 mm; slice thickness = 5 mm, five slices). We used a 15.5 cm
× 11.5 cm quadrature radio frequency surface coil placed at
the occipital pole to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.

Seven healthy volunteers (four men and three women) par-
ticipated in experiment 1 and six healthy volunteers (five men
and one woman) participated in experiment 2. All subjects
(age range: 22–34 years) gave written consent and all proce-
dures were approved by the University of Western Ontario
Ethics Review Board.

2.2. Experimental paradigm

In all experiments, subjects viewed, through a mirror, im-
ages that were back-projected onto a screen. Subjects were
instructed to maintain fixation on a centrally presented red
dot. The LOC is a large area comprising several sub-regions
subserving slightly different functions. We are focusing here
on LO, lateral occipital (Grill-Spector, 2003). MT+ and LO
were localized with independent localizer runs (for details
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OC are abstract (Grill-Spector et al., 1999; Kourtzi &
anwisher, 2001; Vuilleumier, Henson, Driver, & Dolan
002). Perceptual constancy means that once elements
een grouped into a shape, the form can be maintaine
pite changes in the particulars of the display. Here, we a
o what extent perceptual constancy relies on object-sen
nformation. In shape-from-motion paradigms, the group
rocess is informed by motion, not by object-related

ures. In our previous study, the persistence of the grou
equired the visual presence of the constituent fragm
n our present study, we investigate whether the grou
rocess can be generalized to newly presented fragm

hat maintain the perceived shape. Experiment 2 exam
europhysiological and perceptual persistence when

ragmented line-drawing of an object was replaced, onc
otion had stopped, by a set of complementary lines re

enting the same stimulus shape (seeFig. 1C). Retaining th
bject shape but altering the composition of the elem
llowed us to determine whether the motion-induced bin
rocess has some form of spatial constancy. Neural an
eptual persistence after the motion stopped would ind
hat perceptual constancy of objects can be achieved
hen the binding was informed by non object-related cu

. Materials and methods

.1. Participants and imaging

All subjects were scanned on a 4.0 T Varian Siem
hole-body imaging system obtaining a structural
eeFerber et al., 2003). The LO region-of-interest (ROI) wa
dentified as a region in the lateral occipito-temporal
ex (inferior and posterior to MT+) where voxels produce
ignificantly higher fMRI response to intact than to scr
led 2D line-drawings of animals. Twelve line-drawings
nimals were presented in each 12 s epoch at 1 s inte
ubjects performed a one-back matching task in which
ressed a response key whenever they saw two identic
ges in a row. It has been shown that images of animals
rentially activate an area which is located just posterior

nferior to MT+ (Grill-Spector, 2003). This is important in
he current context because the binding-inducing cue in
aradigm is motion. The MT+ ROI was identified as a reg
here voxels produced a significantly higher fMRI respo

o moving than to stationary randomly oriented lines (Tootell
t al., 1995; Zeki, Watson, & Frackowiak, 1993). The dis-
lay alternated between 12 s epochs of stationary or mo

ines. As a group, the lines were either rotating, transla
ontracting or expanding.

The localizer scans were analyzed while our subjects
till in the magnet. From those localizer scans (volume ac
ition time 2 s; two shots) we selected five contiguous s
or experiments 1 and 2. All displays subtended 7.5◦ ×7.5◦ of
isual angle. Each shape-from-motion experiment cons
f four scans.

In general, one set of lines (depicting the figure) was r
ng clockwise and counterclockwise± 15◦ with a period o
.5 s relative to a different set of lines (background, seeFig. 1)
hich also rotated but in counter phase (MOVE epochs).
pochs were 12 s long and were always followed by an e
f equal duration with stationary displays. Perceptual pe

http://psych.utoronto.ca/~ferber/flash-demo.html
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tence and persistence of brain activation was measured dur-
ing the stationary display epochs in which the set of lines
representing the figure during the MOVE epoch either re-
mained physically present (STOP condition) or disappeared
(vanish condition: VAN). Subjects indicated with a button
press when, in their subjective experience, the percept of a
coherent shape disappeared. Each scan began with an initial
fixation period of 12 s.

In experiment 1, two different types of MOVE epochs
(real objects and scrambled objects) and four different types
of stationary epochs were used (seeFig. 1D). In the MOVE-
REAL condition, a fragmented line-drawing depicting a real
object rotated relative to the background. The line fragments
covered 70% of the outline of the object. This condition was
followed by either a STOP condition (stationary display in
which the lines depicting the object remained in the dis-
play) or a VAN condition (stationary display in which the
lines depicting the object were removed from the display the
moment the motion stopped). In a different MOVE epoch,
the MOVE-SCR condition, a set of pseudo-randomly ori-
ented lines representing scrambled versions of the objects
used in the MOVE-REAL conditions rotated relative to the
background. This condition was followed by either a SCR-
STOP condition (stationary display in which the lines de-
picting the same scrambled object remained in the display)
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MOVE-COMP condition remained in the display after the
motion stopped (seeFig. 4A).

Owing to the high temporal resolution of our shape-from-
motion scans fMRI data collection was limited to five slices
covering the lower half of the occipital lobes. In both experi-
ments, we measured the perceptual persistence the observers
experienced after the motion stopped in all stationary stim-
ulus conditions by asking subjects to indicate with a button
press when the percept of a coherent shape had disappeared
after the motion stopped.

In a separate session, we identified V1 in four subjects
participating in experiment 2 using established retinotopic
horizontal and vertical visual field meridian mapping tech-
niques (Sereno et al., 1995).

2.3. Behavioural data

For experiment 1, we collected behavioural pilot data from
six undergraduate volunteers outside the scanner. Subjects
viewed stationary displays with the same background lines
as described above. Superimposed on the background was
either a fragmented line-drawing depicting a real 2D animal
or a scrambled version of the same stimulus. The task for the
subjects was to tell whether they were able to see an object
and, if so, which one. None of the six subjects could reliably
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r a SCR-VAN condition (stationary display in which t
ines depicting the scrambled object were removed from
isplay the moment the motion stopped). All four station
onditions were pseudo-randomly repeated four times w
scan.
In experiment 2, subjects were again presented with

ifferent types of MOVE epochs (12 s long each) and
ifferent types of stationary displays (12 s long each). In
OVE-ORIG condition, a fragmented line-drawing dep

ng a 2D object rotated relative to the background. The
ragments covered 50% of the outline of the object. T
ondition was followed either by an O-STOP condition (
ionary display in which the lines depicting the object
ained in the display) or an O-VAN condition (station
isplay in which the lines were removed from the disp

he moment the motion stopped). In an additional co
ion, REPLACE, which could also follow a MOVE-ORI
ondition, the originally rotating line-drawing of an obj
as replaced by a set of complementary lines (i.e. lines
hat were once gaps and vice versa, seeFig. 1C) the mo-
ent the motion stopped. This manipulation allowed u
aintain the object’s perceived shape while we change

ocally available information. Furthermore, we include
OVE-COMP condition to test whether or not the comp
entary line-drawings per se resulted in different patter
erceptual persistence and/or brain activation. Thus, i
OVE-COMP condition a complementary fragmented li
rawing of an object rotated relative to the background.
OVE-COMP condition was always followed by a comp
ent stop (C-STOP) condition in which the complemen

ragmented line-drawing of the object presented during
ifferentiate between real animals and the scrambled ver
hen presented with stationary displays. Furthermore,
f the subjects identified a single animal correctly in stat
ry displays.

For experiment 2, we collected behavioural pilot data f
even undergraduate volunteers outside the scanner to
hat fragmented line-drawings of objects which covered
0% of the outline of the object still lead to significant per

ence effects. Subjects viewed the same displays as des
bove and indicated with a button press when the percep
isappeared.

.4. Imaging data analysis

We used BrainVoyager 4.9 for data analysis. No spati
emporal smoothing procedures were applied.

We identified LO with three or four independent locali
cans for each subject. We contrasted the activation fo
act objects with the activation for scrambled objects. Fo
oxels surviving the threshold (P < 10−4), we then identi
ed LO as an area in the lateral occipital-temporal reg
ithin this area the point of peak activation was loca

nd a cuboid region of interest (9 mm× 9 mm × 10 mm)
as centered around this centroid. Using this independ
efined ROI, fMRI responses of experiments 1 and 2 w
xtracted by averaging the data from all activated voxe
his ROI (P < 10−4). The same procedure was applied
efine the MT+ ROI (moving lines versus stationary lin
hus, our ROIs were always defined according to an
idual subjects’ functional neuroanatomy yielding functio
orrespondency across subjects.
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Typically, 10 volumes from the initial fixation period were
used as a baseline. In case the fMRI signal did not saturate at
a low level within the initial volumes and to account for drift
effects, the baseline was calculated by taking the lowest fMRI
signal from 10 volumes from the initial and final fixation
periods.

To analyze the persistence of brain activation, we normal-
ized the data to the activation of 10 volumes of the transition
period between the MOVE epochs and the following station-
ary epochs (the average of the last five volumes of a MOVE
epoch and the first five volumes of the following condition).
Our previous study (Ferber et al., 2003) demonstrated that
a robust measure of the point in time when the activation
started dropping was the time when the signal had decreased
by 25%. Normalizing the data individually for each subject
allowed us to determine this point for each subject.

Owing to the high temporal resolution of the fMRI scans
required for both experiments, we were able to collect data
from only five slices centred around LO and covering MT+.
In experiment 1, the five slices covered LO only in the right
hemisphere in two subjects. In experiment 2, we could not
include the fMRI data of one subject in the analysis because
of magnet problems.

2.5. Area between curves
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as the within subject factor and perceptual persistence as the
dependent variable revealed significant differences between
conditions (F[3,18] = 22.03,P< 0.001).Fig. 2B shows the per-
ceptual persistence averaged across all seven subjects. Post
hoc comparisons (t-tests for paired samples) showed that
subjects perceived longer persistence in the stop condition
(3449 ms) than in the vanish condition (786 ms,t = −4.868,
P = 0.003), confirming the results from our previous study
(Ferber et al., 2003). The same was true for the two scram-
bled conditions: subjects perceived longer persistence for the
scrambled stop condition (2118 ms) than for the scrambled
vanish condition (785 ms,t = 4.313,P = 0.005). However,
subjects perceived longer persistence for object stop than for
scrambled stop (t= 4.551,P= 0.004). The net persistence was
2663 ms for fragmented line-drawings of real objects (STOP
minus VAN) and 1333 ms for scrambled shapes (SCR-STOP
minus SCR-VAN,P= 0.003). In summary, we found that the
perceptual system is capable of holding onto a nonsense fig-
ure even though this figure consists of a random arrangement
of a substantial number of fragmented elements without clear
contours. However, the binding process seems to be weaker
for scrambled than for real objects as indicated by the signif-
icantly shorter perceptual persistence.

3.2. Experiment 1: fMRI analyses
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To confirm that the 25% drop measure is reliable we us
econd measure for persistence, namely the area betwe
MRI signal curves for VAN, STOP and SCR-STOP. All d
oints belonging to those epochs were included. We de
polygon by using the fMRI signal time course data fr

wo conditions as the vertices with time as thex coordinate
nd fMRI signal change as they coordinates. The area of t
olygon whosen vertices have the coordinates (xi, yi) for 1
i ≤ n is defined as

= 1

2

n∑

i=1

(xiyi+1 − xi+1yi)

ith xn+1 = x1 andyn+1 = y1.

These values were then compared to zero.

. Results

In a pilot study we established that subjects could ne
dentify the line-drawings of real animals nor reliably diff
ntiate between line-drawings of real animals and the sc
led versions of those stimuli prior to the motion-indu
inding process in stationary displays.

.1. Experiment 1: behavioural analyses

Experiment 1 tested the perceptual and physiologica
istence of scrambled shape-from-motion displays. A
eated measures ANOVA with all four stimulus conditi
e
The fMRI experiment tested whether or not LO supp

he perceptual persistence of different stimuli, regardle
he absence of contours (i.e. an identifiable object ve

group of non-connected scrambled lines). LO respo
trongly to scrambled shape-from-motion displays (a
ged peak percent signal change for MOVE-SCR comb
.34%). However, the averaged peak percent signal ch

or line-drawings of real animals (MOVE-REAL combine
as even higher (1.58%,P= 0.006), reflecting a slight prefe
nce for recognizable shapes.Fig. 3shows the time courses
ctivation for all conditions (seeFig. 3A and B: LO;Fig. 3C:
T+). To compare the persistence time, we normalized
rain activation to the average of the last five volumes (
me acquisition time: 500 ms) of each condition while
bject still moved (last five volumes of MOVE-REAL
OVE-SCR) and to the first five volumes of the follo

ng epoch (seeFig. 1D), and then we determined when
ignal had decreased by 25% of the normalized peak
ation. The absolute time points of the fMRI signal inclu
he haemodynamic lag and thus are longer overall tha
ehavioural measures of persistence. A repeated mea
NOVA with our stimulus conditions as the within subje

actor and time points of the 25% signal drop as the depen
ariable showed significant differences between condi
F[3,18] = 10.15,P< 0.001).Fig. 2C shows the persistence
rain activation after the motion stopped averaged acro
even subjects. Planned post hoc comparisons reveale
he brain activation in both stop conditions persisted lo
han in both vanish conditions (VAN versus STOP:t= −3.85,

= 0.008; VAN versus SCR-STOP:t = −4.26,P = 0.005;
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Fig. 2. ROIs, results, experiment 1. (A) We identified the LO ROI by determining the point of peak activation for 2D line-drawings depicting real objects. Then
we centred a 9 mm× 9 mm× 10 mm ROI around this point (indicated by black cross). Correspondingly, we identified the MT+ complex by determining the
point of peak activation for moving versus stationary lines and centred a 9 mm× 9 mm× 10 mm ROI around this point (indicated by black cross). This figure
shows the inflated cortex of one subject showing MT+ and LO. A: anterior; P: posterior; I: inferior; S: superior. Functional data collected with a surface coil
were aligned to high-resolution 3D anatomical images collected with a head coil. (B) Averaged perceptual persistence after the motion stopped in seconds.
Subjects were asked to indicate with a button press when the percept of the object was gone after the motion stopped. STOP: the fragmented line-drawingof a
real object remained in the display after the motion stopped. VAN: the line fragments of the object were removed the moment the motion stopped. SCR-STOP:
the fragmented line-drawing of a scrambled object remained in the display after the motion stopped. SCR-VAN: The lines were removed the moment the
motion stopped. In both stop conditions (real objects and scrambled objects) the percept persisted longer than in both vanish conditions. But even though the
scrambled shape-from-motion displays resulted in significant persistence, the persistence was still shorter than persistence for real objects. Vertical bars indicate
standard errors. (C) Averaged persistence of brain activation after the motion stopped. The time in seconds the signal needed to drop by 25% is plotted. Stimulus
conditions are the same as (B).

SCR-STOP versus SCR-VAN:t = 3.15,P= 0.02; STOP ver-
sus SCR-VAN:t = 2.67,P = 0.037). These results suggest
that LO can not only maintain the grouping of line fragments
that form the outline of real objects, but can also maintain the
grouping of randomly distributed line fragments that form
unrecognizable novel shapes without contours. Interestingly,
we found that the brain activation in the object stop condition
does not persist longer than the brain activation in the scram-
bled object stop condition (t = −0.213,P= 0.838). Thus, the
longer perceptual persistence in the object stop condition was
not accompanied by longer persistence of brain activation.

Furthermore, we used a second measure for persistence to
demonstrate that the reported findings do not simply depend
on this particular measure of the 25% signal decline. We
analyzed the area between the curves of the fMRI signal after
the motion stopped (seeSection 2). In particular, we tested

whether the areas between the VAN and STOP condition,
between SCR-VAN and SCR-STOP, and between STOP and
SCR-STOP differed significantly from zero. Confirming our
previous observation, we found that the areas between the
curves for VAN and STOP (t = 4.883,P= 0.003) and between
the curves for SCR-VAN and SCR-STOP (t= 3.87,P= 0.008)
differed significantly from zero whereas the area between the
curves for STOP and SCR-STOP did not differ significantly
from zero (t = −0.273,P = 0.794).

In order to address a possible confound with attention,
we also analyzed the persistence of brain activation in the
MT+ complex. It has been shown that the motion aftereffect
in the MT+ complex disappears when attention is controlled
for (Huk, Ress, & Heeger, 2001). According to this logic, the
observed persistence effect in LO could simply reflect the
subjects’ mental effort such that in both vanish conditions
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Fig. 3. Time course data, experiment 1. (A) Normalized average fMRI signal
(yaxis) plotted against time (xaxis) in LO. The object rotated for 12 s (shaded
epoch). The time course was normalized to the last five volumes (or 2.5 s) of
the preceding MOVE epoch and the following five volumes after the motion
stopped. Vertical bars indicate standard errors. The dashed line indicates a
signal drop by 25%. (B) Normalized average time courses for scrambled
objects. Axes same as above. (C) Normalized average fMRI signal (y axis)
plotted against time (x axis) in MT+. Axes same as above.

subjects may stop attending immediately after the motion
stopped while they briefly maintain attention for both stop
conditions. The time courses for all four different conditions
for the MT+ complex is given inFig. 3C. A repeated measures
ANOVA with our stimulus conditions as the within subject
factor and time points of the 25% signal drop as the dependent
variable did not reveal any significant differences between
conditions (F[3,18] = 1.40,P = 0.275).

Experiment 2 tested whether or not the perceptual persis-
tence and the persistence of activation in LO relies on the
very lines that were originally segregated by motion. In other
words, can we find persistence after the original line frag-
ments are removed and replaced by different fragments rep-
resenting the same perceived shape?

3.3. Experiment 2: behavioural analyses

The response times of the six subjects who participated
in the fMRI experiment can be seen inFig. 4B. Not surpris-
ingly, we found in an initialt-test for paired samples that
the O-STOP condition (1962 ms, S.D. = 780.4) and the C-
STOP condition (1979 ms, S.D. = 1058.9;t = −0.072,P =
0.946) resulted in virtually identical percepts. Thus, we com-
bined the data from the two conditions for further analysis
(O/C-STOP: 1971 ms, S.D. = 884.2). A repeated measures
ANOVA with the remaining three stimulus conditions (O/C-
STOP, REPLACE, O-VAN) as the within subjects factor re-
vealed significant differences (F[2,10] = 11.38,P = 0.003).
O/C-STOP resulted in significantly longer perceptual persis-
tence than O-VAN (701 ms, S.D. = 114.3;t = −3.651,P =
0.015), again confirming our initial observation. The com-
parison between REPLACE and O-VAN revealed that even
when the original was replaced by its complement, the per-
cept of a given object persisted (1525 ms, S.D. = 690.8;t =
−2.973,P = 0.031). However, it was evident that replacing
the rotating original by its complement shortened the persis-
tence observers experienced when compared to O/C-STOP
(t = −3.067,P = 0.028).

3.4. Experiment 2: fMRI analyses
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Again, we used fMRI to determine how long the br
ctivation persisted in LO after the motion stopped by c
aring the time points for the 25% signal drop (seeFig. 4C).
t-test for paired samples showed that the persistence

MRI signal in the O-STOP condition did not differ from t
ersistence in the C-STOP condition (t = −0.93,P = 0.405).
hus, the data points from both conditions were combine

urther analysis (O/C-STOP). A repeated measures AN
howed significant differences between the three rema
onditions (F[2,8] = 12.923,P= 0.003). Corresponding to t
esults from the behavioural study, we found that O/C-S
esulted in longer persistence of brain activation than O-V
t = 4.108,P = 0.015). By the same token, the compari
etween REPLACE and O-VAN revealed that even when
riginal was replaced by its complement, the fMRI sig

n LO persisted (t = −3.72,P = 0.02). However, contrary
he behavioural results, we did not find any difference
he persistence of brain activation between O/C-STOP
EPLACE (t = 0.389,P = 0.717).
In addition, we analyzed the area between the curv

he normalized fMRI signal after the motion stopped (
ig. 5). In particular, at-test for paired samples revealed t

he areas between the VAN and O-STOP and VAN an
TOP did not differ significantly (t = −1.382,P = 0.239).
herefore and in line with the above analysis, O-STOP
-STOP were combined for further analysis (O/C-STO
ext, we found that the area between the curves for V
nd O/C-STOP did differ significantly from zero (t = 2.604,
= 0.03, one-tailed) confirming our previous observa

nd indicating persistence. Also, the area between the c
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Fig. 4. Paradigm, results, experiment 2. (A) Paradigm: In all MOVE conditions, the stimulus (original object or its complement) was moving relative to the
background for 12 s; then the motion stopped and the stimulus was either removed (O-VAN condition), or it remained in the display (O-STOP or C-STOP
conditions), or it was replaced by its complement (REPLACE). (B) Averaged perceptual persistence after the motion stopped in seconds. O/C-STOP: the
fragmented lines of the original object or the complement object remained in the display. O-VAN: the fragmented lines of the object were removed the moment
the motion stopped. REPLACE: the moment the motion stopped, the fragmented line-drawing of an object was replaced by a set of complementary lines
representing the same object. (C) Averaged persistence of brain activation after the motion stopped. The time in seconds the signal needed to drop by 25% is
plotted. Stimulus conditions are the same as (B).

of VAN and REPLACE differed significantly from zero (t
= 2.306,P = 0.041, one-tailed). Finally, at-test for paired
samples for the area between the curves of VAN-REPLACE
and VAN-O/C-STOP revealed no significant differences

Fig. 5. Time course data, experiment 2. Normalized fMRI signal (y axis)
in LO averaged across all subjects plotted against time (x axis). The object
stopped rotating at point 12 s. Depicted is the time course of activation during
stationary epochs when the fragmented line-drawing was either removed
(VAN), still physically present (O-STOP, C-STOP) or replaced by a set of
complementary lines representing the same object (REPLACE). Vertical bars
indicate standard errors. The dashed line indicates a signal drop by 25%.

(t = −0.042,P= 0.969) indicating that the time courses of ac-
tivation for REPLACE and O/C-STOP behave similarly after
the motion stops.

Furthermore, we calculated the areas between curves for
non-normalized time courses in V1. We found that the area
between the curves for VAN and O-STOP did not differ sig-
nificantly from zero (t = 0.794,P = 0.485); the same was
true for the area between the curves for VAN and C-STOP
(t = 1.517,P = 0.226). Also, the area between the curves of
VAN and REPLACE did not differ significantly from zero (t
= 1.351,P = 0.27).

4. Discussion

We showed that an object-sensitive area in the ventral
stream, LO, can bind and maintain the grouping of frag-
mented elements into a figure when these fragments are seg-
regated from the background by motion. Even more impor-
tantly, LO subserves this binding process even in the absence
of contours or closed-loop shapes. Furthermore, this motion-
induced binding process extends beyond the initially grouped
features and applies to new fragments presented after the mo-
tion stopped.
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The previously reported decrease in neuronal activation
in response to scrambled displays (Grill-Spector et al., 1998;
Vogels, 1999) may at first seem contrary to our finding of
robust persisting activation in LO after the motion stopped
in both experiments. This inconsistency vanishes if one as-
sumes that the function of LO is to subserve the grouping
process and the figure-ground segregation. The previously
reported decrease in neuronal activation in LO that occurs
when images are made more scrambled may in fact reflect a
decline in the grouping process. In a completely scrambled
static image, there is nothing to initiate the grouping process.
The grouping process is initiated when a cue that differen-
tiates one set of elements from the rest, such as motion, is
introduced. By measuring visual persistence, one obtains a
measure of this grouping process.

Our findings of robust persisting activation in response to
scrambled images are of particular interest in the context of
the recent observations that the LOC responds to salient re-
gions with perceived contours (Stanley and Rubin, 2003) and
illusory contours (Mendola et al., 1999) with a similar level of
activation. Here we show that perceived or illusory contours
are not required to activate this brain region. Furthermore, we
extend these findings by showing that even when the figure-
ground segregation process is informed by motion it is still
maintained by LO. This indicates that the LOC is involved in
t s and
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in this brain area. While we believe that large receptive fields
are a pre-requisite for binding processes extending beyond
the physically presented features, we also believe that this
account could not explain how the percept can be maintained
in the first place. Ifall lines surrounding a given fragment
were selected then the percept should disappear the moment
the motion stopped because the displays contained more lines
belonging to the background than to the figure, and all lines
would essentially be weighted equally. Given that observers
experience persistence and that LO shows persisting brain
activation, it appears that LO binds only those elements with
orientations approximately matching the orientation of the
original elements. In this way, the binding process maintains
a more abstract representation of the perceived shape. Our
results show that LO can temporarily maintain this binding
process even in the absence of the binding-inducing cue.

We did not find significant persistence of the fMRI signal
in V1. This finding indicates that LO does not require feed-
back from V1 during the maintenance phase. This finding
can be reconciled with recent observations regarding the pro-
cessing of global shapes in V1 (Fitzpatrick, 2000for review,
Kourtzi, Tolias, Altmann, Augath, & Logothetis, 2003) when
one considers that multiple randomly oriented lines placed
in the receptive field surround of monkeys’ V1 cause a de-
crease in a cell’s response to an optimally oriented stimulus
(
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he relatively early stages of selecting candidate portion
alient features of the visual array for further processing

Our second study showed that LO then stores – at
riefly – the motion-induced percept, but does not store
lements themselves. Recently, an adaptation paradigm
sed in an elegant fMRI study to show that the neura
ponse in the LOC decreased for the second stimulus
air of stimuli possessing the same perceived shape (Kourtzi
Kanwisher, 2001). Such a finding indicates that the LO

s sensitive to the sameness of the perceived shape a
o the particular features of the image. This adaptation
ect is not unique to humans. Stimulus repetition resul
ecremental responses of neurons in the monkey’s inf

emporal cortex (Fahy, Riches, & Brown, 1993). Even though
hese findings indicate that areas subserving perceptua
esses store representations of stimuli, they do not ad
ow these areas are involved in the on-line maintenan
stimulus after it has been removed from view. When

riginal line-drawing in our experiment was removed and
laced by its complement, LO maintained its activation le

t is important to note in this context that the fragment
he complement object were only presented after the
ion stopped and accordingly, did not move previously. S
hese new fragments subserve the maintenance of the
he motion-induced binding process is not limited to the

ines presented, but extends some distance around the o
ine fragments, thereby capturing neighbouring areas. G
hat neurons in visual areas above V1 have relatively
eceptive fields, one might argue that the prolonged f
ctivation in LO after the motion stopped may simply refl

he coding properties of the large receptive fields in neu
t

.

l

Kapadia, Ito, Gilbert, & Westheimer, 1995). This situation is
iven after the motion stops in our displays. Even though
ptimal stimulus is still physically present it cannot be

inguished anymore from random background noise. A
n conjunction with absence of persistence in MT+ the
ence of persistence in V1 provides further evidence ag
he idea that the observed persistence in LO is entirely
erved by an attentional effect. The binding-inducing cu
ur paradigm is motion, accordingly one could argue
ttention should be drawn to the motion. Importantly,
inding is maintained after the motion cue is removed.
ordingly, we argue that while attention is necessary to ini
he binding, attention is not required to maintain it. Moreo
ased on the results of our scrambled shape-from-motio
eriment we speculate that this storage mechanism is

imited rather than capacity-limited. Furthermore, base
he time course of persistence we speculate that this sto
echanism serves as a mediator between the iconic sto

hort-term memory.
Our interpretation that LO is subserving the persiste

f the percept is in line with another recent observation
he LOC is critically involved in the maintenance of obje
elated percepts (Kleinschmidt, B̋uchel, Hutton, Friston, &
rackowiack, 2002). The authors correlated brain activat
ith the perceptual persistence of a percept in the fac
arameter changes that favoured an alternative percep
eptual hysteresis). The trial-by-trial event-related ana
evealed a relative activity increase in the LOC in trials w
erceptual hysteresis. In other words, the prolonged ma
ance of the percept was accompanied by an enhanced
his finding indicates that the LOC is involved in the ma
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tenance of a percept even when the available sensory input
favours a rivaling pattern.

Object recognition, however, requires more than that. The
percept must be compared with stored visual representations
and eventually needs to be associated with a meaning. These
processes are most likely subserved by the pre-frontal cor-
tex and structures in the medial temporal lobes. Neurons in
the inferior temporal cortex are directly or indirectly con-
nected with early visual areas, the medial temporal lobe and
pre-frontal areas. If the multi-staged object recognition pro-
cess relies on feedback with iterative processing, then LO
is ideally located and equipped to serve this function. How-
ever, it is interesting to note in this context that both exper-
iments showed that the pattern of fMRI activations in LO
did not follow the pattern of perceptually driven behavioural
responses. One might argue that the limited temporal res-
olution of fMRI – even with our volume acquisition time
of 500 ms – does not allow for the detection of such differ-
ences. This argument might hold true for experiment 2, in
which the difference between the duration of the percepts in
the two relevant conditions was less than 500 ms. In experi-
ment 1, however, the behavioural difference between scram-
bled and real objects was more than a second. The differ-
ence between the perceptual persistence of scrambled ob-
ject stop and scrambled object vanish was in the same range
a arly
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In summary, the time course of activation we observed in
LO corresponds with the view that LO perceptually analyzes
the given visual information and is also involved in the re-
tention of the stimulus. Importantly, LO does neither require
contours nor object-sensitive binding cues. Regardless of the
nature of the binding process, once a figure is segregated from
the background LO can maintain its representation even in
the absence of any contours or the fragments which initially
informed the binding. This indicates that LO is involved in
the intermediate stages of object recognition and has some
mnemonic function, potentially as an intermediate buffer be-
tween sensory memory and short-term memory. The per-
sisting activation might mediate between object recognition,
maintenance of information, learning and decision-making.
This finding provides evidence that sustaining a visual per-
cept involves perceptual brain areas, which could also sup-
port the idea that the neural correlates of awareness of a given
perceptual attribute rely on neural structures that analyze the
perceptual information but that these neural correlates are not
sufficient for awareness.
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